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Abstract 

     Image completion is the process of restoring missing areas of an image caused by 

mandatory or optionally removal of a portion of that image in a visually plausible way. There 

are two fundamental approaches to image completion: image inpainting and texture synthesis. 

The former is good in filling small missing image portions like scratches from old 

photographic, the later can generate large  image regions and use it to fill large missing areas. 

in this work a patch-based image completion is suggested to fill a hole in an image by 

copying small source patches ( from known regions of that image ) such that they eventually 

completely cover the missing areas. The suggested similarity measure which controls the 

selection of best source patch contains four similarity criteria which are: gradient magnitude, 

gradient direction, distance between patches to be compared, and gray level value.  vector 

inner product is used as a metric to calculate the values of those criteria. Result shows that the 

suggested method fill the missing parts of an image effectively with faithful details and in 

undetectable way, and that the filling process is faster  than many traditional completion 

techniques.   
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1. Introduction 

          The removal of portion of an image is an important tool in photo-editing and film post 

production. The unknown regions can be filled in by various interactive procedure such as 

clone brush strokes , and compositing process.  Such interactive tools require meticulous 



work driven by professional skilled artist to complete the image seamlessly [2]. Today, filling 

the unknown regions of an image caused by removal of a portion of that image without any 

user intervention is a challenging problem in image editing and processing. Two of the 

prominent techniques for this problem are inpainting and texture synthesis. Inpainting is 

concerned with image restoration, where scratches, speckles and overlaid text are removed. 

They are fast, but use a diffusion process that introduces some blur, which only permits them 

to work well on small-scale region. Texture synthesis, on the other hand, fills large regions 

with stationary or structured textures. However, in order to produce reasonable results in 

large regions , they estimate the unknown regions from samples, and their convergence is 

usually very slow [13]. Most of the previously  proposed algorithms are either fast but not 

applicable for large regions, or slow, but fills large regions with good quality. We want to but 

an automatic system for image completion that overcomes the above two important problems. 

       In this work the suggested algorithm is a patch-based , where the best fit searching 

strategy is employed, in which each partly-known patch is filled by searching the known part 

of the image for a patch of pixels closely matching the known neighbor. Gradient magnitude, 

gradient direction , distant between the patches to be compared, and grey level value are used 

as a similarity criteria that give different weights to each candidate patch.    

        The suggested algorithm can remove large objects ( manually selected from the image ) 

and automatically replace it by data sampled from the rest of that image. The result is an 

image in which the removed object is replaced by a visually plausible way that mimics the 

appearance of the original region, the speed of replacement is very acceptable compared  to 

previous image completion methods. 

2. Related Works 

     Image completion is the process of filling the unknown regions of an image from its 

observed parts in a visually plausible way. It has been an active research topic in recent years 

and there have been many advances in the development of algorithms for solving this 

problem. 

     Previous completion techniques take the histogram local features and the confidence map 

into account. In [8] an exponential family distribution over images that is based on the 

histogram of the local features is build, then this image specification distribution used  to 

inpaint  the hole by finding the most probable image given the boundary and the distribution . 

while in [2] iteratively approximates the unknown regions and composites adaptive image 

fragments into the image. Values of inverse matt are used to compute a confidence map and a 

level set that direct an incremental traversal within the unknown area from high  to low 

confidence. 

      There are also a number of papers where priority Belief Propagation BP, morphological 

erosion, and gradient map are used. In [6]  a novel optimization scheme called priority BP, 

which carries two very important extensions over standard Belief Propagation BP : " priority 

based message scheduling " and "dynamic label pruning" is proposed. In [3] a new inpainting 

algorithm , which implements the filling of damaged region based on morphological erosion 

and the matching of structure/ texture features is presented. In [11] a method that reconstructs 

the region of removal in two phases is proposed. Firstly, the gradient map in the removal area 

are completed through a patch based filling algorithm. After that, the image is reconstructed 

from the gradient map by solving Poisson equation. 



     Lately in [10] an interactive system from fragment-based image completion which apply 

perspective correction when copying source fragments to a target position is proposed . Also 

in [4] a method for automatically determining the parameters for the belief propagation and 

dynamic label pruning is presented. The method is based on MARKOV random field for 

image completion. 

     Recently in [7]  an object inpainting algorithm for multi-view video sequence is proposed, 

where the proposed method removes objects in the multi-view sequence effectively by 

exploiting inter-view redundancies.   

3. Traditional Image Completion Techniques 

       The goal of image completion is to fill it's ( possibly large ) missing part so that a visually 

plausible outcomes is obtained. There are two fundamental approaches to image  completion : 

image inpainting methods and texture synthesis methods . 

3.1. Image Inpainting 

      Image inpainting is good in filling small missing area like thin gaps, e.g., when removing  

scratches from old photographic. But the diffusion process of image inpaintiong leads to 

blurring artifacts when trying to complete large missing area, e.g. , after removing large 

foreground objects from images [10]. The main problem of traditional image inpainting  

techniques is that, most of the interpolation methods  based on diffusion which essentially 

solve a Partial Differential Equation ( PDE) that describe the color propagation inside the 

missing region, which leads to the below drawbacks: 

(1) Their complexity. 

(2) Interpolation is very time consuming. 

(3) Information propagation are subjected to numerical diffusion which leads to blurring 

of the restored area. 

3.2 Texture Synthesis 

      Texture synthesis algorithms generates large image regions from sample textures. 

Exemplar based  approaches have their origin in texture synthesis, where large texture 

patches are synthesized from small texture samples. Texture synthesis is achieved using two 

procedures, the first is a per-pixel basis using a pixel neighbor for color prediction. In this 

method only one layer of pixels is replaced at every synthesis loop. There are two problems 

here : ignoring the correlation between neighbor pixels and restoring only one pixel at each 

step of the synthesis process, which leads to [3]:  

(1) Under optimal, with information not fully exploited. 

(2) A slow restoration speed. 

        Instead of this per-pixel procedure , some approaches use larger patches (blocks ) in 

order to speed up the process. In this procedure several pixels instead of just one can be 

restored at every synthesis step, and the method is thus faster than many traditional texture 

synthesis algorithm [3]. 

      Block based filling approaches ( as  opposed to pixel-based ones ) has the advantages [1]:   

(1)  Speed efficiency. 

(2)  Accuracy in the synthesis of texture. 



(3)  Accurate propagation of linear structures. 

      The main problem with most of texture synthesis algorithms is that, the damaged domain 

in many real and synthetic images consists of composite texture ( multiple textures 

interacting spatially ) , and some traditional  texture synthesis such as exemplar-based 

techniques, which cheaply and effectively generate new texture by sampling and copying 

color values from the source have difficulty filling in such domain and say nothing of texture 

[3]. 

4. Image Completion Application  

      Image completion has many applications, and it has been used for many decades. Recently 

,the most commonly known application of image completion are the following [ 3, 5, 8, 13 ] : 

(1). Restoration of old images:  old pictures is often very noisy and visually corrupted.     

Portions of the pictures may be missing or corrupted. 

(2). Removal of overlaid text and logos from digital images or creation of artistic 

effects. 

(3). Removal of undesired objects from images : pictures often contains undesired 

objects which were either not noticed or else were un avoidable in the time of 

recording. 

(4). Complete missing parts in an image : the reconstruction of scans of deteriorated 

images removing scratches or stains is also an  important application of image 

completion. 

4.    Suggested Image Completion Technique  

      The conceptual idea of the patch-based image completion is to fill a hole in the image by 

copying small source patches from known regions of the image such that they eventually 

completely cover the undefined region. The mutual overlap of the target patches and the 

overlap between target patches and boundary of the hole are used to compute a similarity 

measure which controls the selection of the best source patch candidate in order to guarantee 

a seamless appearance of the completed image. 

4.1 Overall System Description  

     As illustrated in figure 1, The general framework for the image completion problem can 

be defined as follow : given an input image Io  , we refers to the missing area ( area to be 

completed) by target region T, and the remaining area of the image by source region S ( 

where S is equal to Io- T ) . The goal of the suggested completion method is to fill T in a 

visually plausible way simply by copying patches from S. T' has a central pixel xi  of a 

square window W overlapping the region T and S.  

      The suggested matching technique is a patch-based , where the best fit searching 

strategy is employed in which each partly-known patch ( patch in the T' area ) is filled by 

searching the known part of  S  for patches of pixels closely matching the known neighbor 

of the target patch. 

      Based on the spatial continuity of images, the target patches neighbor will get a higher 

probability to be matched. The algorithm therefore only search the region around the target 



patches, hence, the size of search area is limited to that region, thus, inefficient exhaustive 

search will be avoided. 

       Not that, if the target patches has too many unknown pixels ( pixels from T are more 

than pixels from S ) , the matching will be random. To avoid this randomness, the number of 

unknown pixels in the target patch must be less than half of the number of the total number 

of pixels in that patch. 

     Moreover, since most of the matches are located in the neighbor of the target patch, 

hence, inspired by this spatial continuity, a high confidence ( weight ) will be given to the 

matches closer to the target patch and a low weight to that far from the target patch.  

4.2 Suggested Algorithm Description  

      The target region is traversed in an order that proceeds from the outer layer toward the  

inner layer, as filling proceeds, pixels in the outer layer of the target region will be filled 

earlier, and pixels in the center of the target region will be filled at the end of the process. 

      After each filling loop, the target region is completed by adding more details to it from a 

source patches with higher confidence ( higher weight). For each target patch we search for 

an optimal matching source patch to form a coherent target region with part of the image 

that have a high confidence. 

      In order to matching patches the new algorithm suggest a number of features of the 

unknown region to be match with their correspondence of the known region. Those features 

are: 

(1) Gradient magnitude and direction : edge and lines are a very important factors in image 

completion. Any good image completion  method must has the property of preservation 

of edge sharpness. The suggested algorithm take the gradient magnitude and direction 

into consideration when matching between the target and source patches. 

(2) Distance between the target and source patches : the distance between the center values 

of the target and source patches ( window) is taken in consideration, since the 

confidence of the pixels in the vicinity of the target region is higher than the pixels 

which lay far from the target region, in other words, higher confidence ( weight ) will 

be given to the pixel values around the boundary of the missing region.    

(3) Gray level value : gray level is the collective term for all gray scales ranging from black 

to white. The number of gray levels n , is usually an integral power of two. We may 

write n = 2 
b
 , where b is the number of bits used for quantization. b is typically 8, 

giving ns images with 256 possible gray levels value ranging from 0 (black) to 255 ( 

white). 

        The suggested algorithm consider the candidate patch selection  as a very important 

process, because one patch's error in filling will propagate to the other patches, which will 

cause artifacts in the whole target region.  

        The suggested procedure for calculating the values of the above four features: 

4-2-1 Gradient Magnitude and Direction Values Calculation  

       In order to calculate the gradient magnitude and direction , Sobel operator is used, 

which kernel has values : 



 

 

 

    

Where hx is sensitive to changes in the x direction, i.e., edge that run vertically. Kernel hy is 

sensitive to changes in the y direction, i.e. , edge that run horizontally [12]. 

Vertical and horizontal gradient magnitude are calculated using the formula  : 

     g x (x, y) = h x * f (x, y)                   

    g y (x, y) = h y * f (x, y)         

                          where    gx, gy   are the vertical and horizontal gradient magnitude.  

                                        f(x,y) is the original image pixel value      

'*'    is the convolution process. 

     The two gradients magnitude computed at each pixel by equation (1) can be regarded as 

the x and y component of  a gradient vector g : 
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                 where gx,gy are the gradient magnitude calculated by          

equations (1)  

Gradient magnitude and direction are given by  : 
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      Note that , θ is measured relative to the x axis . 

4-2-2 Distance Between Target and Source Patches Calculating  

      The distance between the two patches to be compared is calculated as 

(i) The horizontal and vertical distance is obtained by counting the number of horizontal 

or vertical pixels separating the two patches, and assuming that each pixel is 

equivalent to one distance unit. 

(ii)The diagonal distance is obtained by counting the number of diagonal pixels 

separating the two patches and assume that each pixel is equivalent to       distance 

unit.  
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 4-2-3  Gray Level Value Calculating 

        The gray level value is obtained simply by regarding each image pixel value as the gray 

level value.  

       After obtaining the values of the four features ( gradient magnitude, gradient direction, 

distance between patches, and gray level value), the similarity between the two patches to be 

compared is obtain by the following steps : 

Step 1: The vector inner product is used to calculate the similarity between gradient 

magnitude and gray level value of the two patches, where the target patch values 

are copied to vector A and source patch values to vector B , the vector inner 

product equation is : 
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      Where the bigger the value of this measure the grater the similarity between the two 

patches. 

       By applying equation (4) on the gradient magnitude and gray level values of the patches 

to be compared, the two values  S1  and  S2  are obtained by 

S1 = vector inner product of gradient magnitude values. 

S2 = vector inner product of gray level values. 

Step 2:  The distance between the two patches to be compared is illustrated in section  4-2-2 

and regarded as D. 

Step 3: The similarity between the gradient direction is calculated as follow : since the 

gradient direction is measured related to the x-direction ( as shown in equation 3 ) 

the main gradient directions will be : 

 

 

 

 

 

         

     It has been suggested that the similarity between the gradient direction of the patches to 

be compared ( target and source patches ) will be considered as a weights which can take the 

values :  

S3 = 1.0  if both has exactly the same direction, which can be analytically described      

by : 
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| ѳt – ѳs | ≤  T                              …….  (5) 

                     Where  ѳt , ѳs  are the gradient directions of the target and source     

pixels  respectively. 

                    T     is  a user defined threshold. 

S3 = 0.75   if both has nearly the same direction, which can be analytically   

described by : 

| ѳt – ѳs | ≤    45 + T                   …….  (6) 

S3 = 0.50    if both has nearly a different  direction, which can be analytically 

described by : 

| ѳt – ѳs | ≤    90 + T                    ..…   (7) 

S3 = 0.25 if both has a totally different  direction, which can be analytically 

described      by : 

90 + T < | ѳt – ѳs | ≤    180        ……. (8) 

     The final equation which has been adopted as a similarity criterion used to measure the 

strength of the match between the target and source patches is : 

S   )                 …….. (9) 

4.3  Suggested Method Algorithm 

     The complete algorithm of the suggested method to image completion shown in 

Algorithm(1). 

Algorithm (1) : patch based image completion 

Input: an image with missing area(s) ( target region ). 

Output : a completed image where the missing area(s) is filled 

Step1: for all layers of the target region (starting from the outer layer toward inner layer and 

ending with the center of that region). 

Step2 : for  all sliding windows (patches) of the selected layer.  

Step 3: for all corresponding windows (patches) at the search area of the source region.  

Step 4: calculate the gradient magnitude, gradient direction, distance between the two 

windows (D), gray level value of the two windows to be compared ( the target and 

the source windows ). 

Step 5: calculate the vector inner product of the gradient magnitude and gray level value ( S1 

& S2 ) using equation (4).  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           

 

4.  Patch Size Determination  

       Determining the right size of the patch is a very important step in the process of the 

image completion, it's help in improving the quality of the output. When the patch size is too 

small , the patches do not contain sufficient information for estimating the underlying seen 

texture. Otherwise, if the chosen patch size is too large , block effects will appear in the 

output image. 

      In this work, it has been found that the most efficient patch size is between 9x9 pixels to 

13x13 pixels. 

5. Results 

      The suggested patch based technique for image completion has been tested over a 

number  of images with different missing area's size. figure 2-b shows an image with a 

complete object been removed, while figure 2-c shows the resultant image using the 

suggested image completion method. another example is figure 3-b which shows an image 

with part of an object been removed , and figure 3-c shows the resultant image after 

completing. The final example is figure 4-a which shows an old image with artificially made 

scratches, while figure 4-b shows the resultant image after removing\completing those 

scratches. 

      Table 1 shows that the time required to complete the missing area of each one of the 

three tested images is less than that of other technique. For example , to complete the 

missing area in figure 2-b it required 1.05 min while the required time of the proposed 

methods in [11] are 7.82 min, 1.02 min , 2.38 hr, 1.01 min respectively even thought images 

size and missing areas size are larger in our method. Also in [2] the time required to 

complete a 384 × 256 pixel image is between 120-419 second. 

      Table 2 shows a number of fidelity criterion such as MSE, SNR, and PSNR applied on 

the test image in figure 4 ( since this image is the only one upon the test images in which the 

fidelity criterion can be applied, because the comparison between the original and the 

Step6: calculate the similarity value of the gradiant directions of the two windows to be 

compared (S3) using one of the equations (5-8). 

Step7: compute the suggested similarity criteria S where   S   )   

Step 8: store the result of  S  at a similarity vector. 

Step 9: end for ( windows at the search area of  the source region). 

Step 10 : select the smallest value of the similarity  vector. 

Step 11: replace the target region with the source region corresponding to  the smallest 

similarity measure. 

Step 12: end for ( windows of the selected layer at the target region) 

Step 13: end for (layers of the target  regions).  



resulted image is valid). The values of those criterion clearly  shows that the suggested 

method give  an superior  results comparing to other methods. 

6. Conclusions 

     From the experimental  results, this conclusions can be concluded:  

(1) The suggested algorithm removes the missing area effectively, and fill in the region 

with faithful details even thought the missing area is relatively large. There are no sever 

artifacts  such as blurring. 

(2) As several pixels instead of just one can be restored every completion loop, the method 

is faster than many traditional completion algorithms. 

(3) Despite the large size of the removed regions, edge and lines in the filled regions are as 

sharp as any found in the source region, i.e., the suggested method has an edge 

preservation property because it pay a lot of attention to the gradient magnitude and 

direction when matching two patches. 

(4) One important limitation of the conventional image completion technique is that they 

may produce artifacts. The reason beyond that is, one patch may be chosen as match for 

many target patches that are adjacent to each other, in this work , this limitation has 

been overcome because the distant between the target patches and the source patches is 

taken into consideration by dividing the result of the similarity measures by this distant. 

(5) As any other completion approach, this algorithm cannot complete a missing part of the 

image in a meaningful manner if the necessary information is not contained in the 

known region of that image.  
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TTaabbllee  ((11))   ::CCoommppuuttaatt iioonnaall     ssppeeeedd  ssttaatt iisstt iiccss  

  

EExxaammppllee  iimmaaggee  ss iizzee  MMiissssiinngg  aarreeaa  ss iizzee  TTiimmee  rreeqquuii rree  ffoorr   

ccoommpplleett iioonn  iinn  mmiinnuuttee..

CChhiinnaa--hhoouussee  11002244  ××  776688  7755  ××  110088  22..2233  mmiinnuutt   

AAiirr ||--ppllaannee  664400  ××  448800  111199  ××  3322  11..0055  mmiinnuutt   

OOlldd--bbuuii llddiinngg  664400  ××  448800  33221100  ppiixxeellss  11..5522  mmiinnuutt   

  

  

  

  TTaabbllee  ((22))   ::   FFiiddeell ii ttyy  ccrr ii tteerr iiaa  rreessuullttss  

EExxaammppllee    MMSSEE    SSNNRR  PP--SSNNRR  

OOlldd--bbuuii llddiinngg  11..226666  9988..335599  4455..778888  

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                          Figure 1 : Source and target region in an image 
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               Figure (2): a) original china-house image b) image with a complete object selectively 

removed   c)   image completed using the suggested Patch Based Technique 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                    Figure 3-a Original Air-Plane  image  
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                 Figure (3) : a)  Original Air-Plane image   b) image with part of an object  

selectively removed c) image completed using Patch Based Technique 
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       Figure (4) :  a)  Old_Bulding image with artificially made scratches 

                           b)   Image after removing\ completing those scratches    

 

 


